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To (ZZZ 10710172 it may) concern: 1 
Be it known that I, ORDA D. NU'ITER, a 

citizen or the United States, residing at 
Parkersbiirg, T\Ve’st Virginia, have invented 

5 certain new and useful Improvements in 
Tubing Spears, of which the following is a 
speci?cation. _ , v 

This invention relates to ?shing tools for 
oil well tubing, usually known as tubing 

10 spears and the object of the invention is to 
devise means for preventing the body of the - 
spear from becoming so jammed in the tub 
ing that it cannot be removed therefrom 
without great diii‘iculty. 
The invention consists essentially of a 

ring encircling the body or" the spear be 
tween it and the guide and spaced a short 
distance from the threaded head thereof 
where it acts as a stop for the downward 

20 movement of the body into the tubing or 
other object being ?shed for. Slotted means 
are provided in the guide through which 
the ring may be readjusted with respect to 
the tubing after the tubing has been recov 

25 ered whereby the tube can be moved-up 
wardly or along the body slightly to loosen 
the segmental wedges and permit removal 
of the spear from the tubing. 
The invention is described by showing 

one embodiment thereof herein but it is to 
be understood that the embodiment is used 
in an illustrative sense and not in a limiting 
one. 
In the drawings: 
Figure 1 represents a side elevation of the 

body of a. tubing spear body; 
Fig. 2 is an elevational view of such a tub 

ing spear showing both the body and guide 
but with parts of the guide broken away; 

Fig. 3 shows a cross sectional view taken 
along the lines 3-3 in Fig. 1; 

Fig. 41 shows an elevation of one of the 
segmental wedges, and Fig. 5 is a sectional 
view taken along the lines ‘5-5 in Fig. 2. 
The usual tubing spear consists of a guide 

11 threaded at 12 to an enlarged'head 13 of 
a body 14 of the spear. The body 141 has a 
shank 15 and a ?ange 16 of such a size that 
it is ?ush with the guide 11 when it is in 

50 place on the spear. 
The body is provided with seomental 

wedges 17 dovetailed at 18 into the body 14 
but mounted to be slidable upon an inclined 
surface 19 on a cut-away portion of the 

40 

body. The ‘guide 11 he a bowl 20 at its 
lower end._ , v v 

,At. the upper end of the body 14.1 and 

55 

spaced a sum distance from the threaded . 
head 13 of the body, I provide a ring 21 
encircling the body and held in position means oi’ a set screw 22 entering" the‘ 

215'; The guide‘ is slotted use to ?erinit 
adjustment of the ring 21 into position and 
removable of the set screw 22 when the ring 
is to be released. 
In operation, the spear with the guide in 

place over the body is lowered into the well, 
the ring having ?rst been positioned as 
shown in Fig. 2. Upon engagement with 
the tubing to be ?shed for, the bowl 20 and 
the guide 11 guide the spear body into the 
tubing until the top of the tubing engages 
the ring 21 whereupon any further entry 
into the tubing by the spear is prevented. 
Upon pulling the spear upwardly7 the seg 
mental wedges are dislodged from their free 
positions, or moved downwardly by contact 
with the tube by their teeth, and movement 
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upon their inclined seats cause them to bite - 
into the tube to carry it up with the spear 
as it is pulled upwardly. 
iVhen the tube has been recovered, the set 

screw 22 is removed through slot 24 and the 
ring 21 being released "from the body 14 
thereby, is slid along the body toward its en 
larged head 13. Then the spear can be driven 
downwardly or into the tubing enough 
to move the wedges 17 back and away from 
or‘ out of contact with the tubing, where 
upon the spear can then be easily removed 
from the tub-ing. 

‘Vithout such a devices as the ring, in 
driving the spear down into the tubing to 
get a su?icient hold to bring it to the sur 
face, the tendency is to drive it too hard 
and it is jammed down into the tubing un 
til the upper edge of the tubing becomes 
wedged onto the upper end of the body and 
in many cases it is next to impossible to re 
move the spear from the tubing. By the 
use of my invention, this wedging action is 
prevented and there is always further move 
ment possible of the body into the tube 
(after the ring has been removed from po 
sition) to loosen readily the segmental 
wedges and remove the spear. 
As has been said the disclosure herein is 

illustrative so while it has been stated that 
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15 

in, 

“tubing” was being ?shed for I do not mean 
to be limited to the application of this in 
vention to tubing and likewise I mean the 
patent to be broad enough to cover applying 
the ring to the guide instead of the body if: 
this should be desirable. 

I/Vhat I claim is: 
1. In combination in a ?shing tool, a sub 

stantially pointed body adapted to enter the 
tubing to be ?shed for, a ?ange on said body, 
segmental wedges on said body adapted to 
grip the tube when pulled upwardly, and 
an element between said ?ange and the 
pointed end of said body for limiting the ex 
tent of entry of the body into the tube, said 
element being adjustable to permit loosen 
ing of the tube from the spear after it has 
been withdrawn from the well. 

2. The apparatus of claim 1 in which the 

adjustable element includes a ring secured to 
the body by set screws. 

3. In combination in a ?shing tool, a body 
adapted to enter the tubing to be ?shed for, 
segmental wedges on said body adapted to 
grip the tube when pulled upwardly, a guide 
on said body, adjustable means for limiting 
the extent of entry of the body into the tube, 
and means on the guide permitting access to 
said adjustable means to adjust it. 

4. The apparatus of claim 3 in which the 
adjustable means include a ring secured to 
the body. 

5. The apparatus of claim 3 in which the 
means on the guide constitutes a slot. 
In testimony whereof I have a?ixed my 

signature to this speci?cation. 

ORDA D. NUT’I‘ER. 
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